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Abstract

Many applications from the fields of seismology and geoengineering require simulations of seismic waves
in porous media. Biot’s theory of poroelasticity describes the coupling between solid and fluid phases
and introduces a stiff reactive source term (Darcy’s Law) into the elastodynamic wave equations, thereby
increasing computational cost of respective numerical solvers and motivating efficient methods utilising
High-Performance Computing.

We present a novel realisation of the discontinuous Galerkin scheme with Arbitrary High-Order DERiva-
tive time stepping (ADER-DG) that copes with stiff source terms. To integrate this source term with a
reasonable time step size, we utilise an element-local space-time predictor, which needs to solve medium-sized
linear systems – each with 1,000 to 10,000 unknowns – in each element update (i.e., billions of times). We
present a novel block-wise back-substitution algorithm for solving these systems efficiently, thus enabling
large-scale 3D simulations. In comparison to LU decomposition, we reduce the number of floating-point
operations by a factor of up to 25, when using polynomials of degree 6. The block-wise back-substitution
is mapped to a sequence of small matrix-matrix multiplications, for which code generators are available to
generate highly optimised code.

We verify the new solver thoroughly against analytical and semi-analytical reference solutions in problems
of increasing complexity. We demonstrate high-order convergence of the scheme for 3D problems. We verify
the correct treatment of point sources and boundary conditions, including homogeneous and heterogeneous
full space problems as well as problems with traction-free boundary conditions. In addition, we compare
against a finite difference solution for a newly defined 3D layer over half-space problem containing an internal
material interface and free surface. We find that extremely high accuracy is required to accurately resolve the
slow, diffusive P-wave at a or near a free surface, while we also demonstrate that solid particle velocities are
not affected by coarser resolutions. We demonstrate that by using a clustered local time stepping scheme,
time to solution is reduced by a factor of 6 to 10 compared to global time stepping. We conclude our
study with a scaling and performance analysis on the SuperMUC-NG supercomputer, demonstrating our
implementation’s high computational efficiency and its potential for extreme-scale simulations.
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1. Introduction

Elastodynamic wave propagation in fluid-saturated porous rocks is a relevant and challenging topic
in computational seismology. Specifically in the contexts of seismic exploration, monitoring of geological
reservoirs and human-induced earthquakes, it is important to study the interaction between waves, fluids
and solids in the subsurface. Applications from exploration geophysics to earthquake engineering require
high-resolution 3D forward simulations of seismic wave propagation in porous media. To better understand
which information seismic waves carry about the porosity, permeability and fluid-saturation of rocks, forward
simulations of seismic waves propagating in poroelastic materials are required (e.g. [1]).

Poroelastic materials consist of a solid matrix with pores that are completely fluid-filled. Biot’s theory of
poroelasticity [2, 3, 4, 5] describes the interaction between the fluid and the solid phase and is widely accepted
and validated [6, 7, 8]. The resulting system of partial differential equations (PDEs) describes seismic
wave propagation in porous media, extending the elastic model often used in computational seismology by
additional quantities (e.g., fluid velocities) and, in particular, by a stiff reactive source term that is required
to model viscosity effects of the fluid–solid interaction. For the numerical solution of the governing equations,
this stiff source term is typically a key computational challenge (see Section 2).

In this study, we focus on the Discontinuous Galerkin method with Arbitrary DERivative time stepping
(ADER-DG) for poroelastic materials, as introduced by de la Puente et al. [9]. The DG method combines
advantages from finite volume and finite element methods [10, 11, 12, 13]. DG schemes by design lead
to strongly local data access patterns to advance one element in time – only the information from this
particular element and its neighbours is needed. Therefore the DG method can be easily parallelised to
be used on modern supercomputers [14, 15, 16, 17]. Combined with ADER time stepping, we achieve
the same high-order convergence in time as in space and can exploit local time stepping [18]. We extend
SeisSol1, an open-source software for modelling seismic wave propagation and earthquake source dynamics,
which relies on the ADER-DG method. SeisSol supports elastic, viscoelastic and anisotropic materials
and regularised, non-associated Drucker–Prager plastic deformation [13, 18, 19, 20, 21]. It makes use of
unstructured tetrahedral meshes to easily incorporate topography and complex material discontinuities.
SeisSol also allows modelling nonlinear rupture dynamics of earthquake sources [22, 23, 24, 25]. SeisSol is
optimised for the latest CPU [16, 17] and GPU [26] based supercomputers.

Here, we demonstrate that by using the space-time predictor variant of the ADER time stepping
scheme [27], which makes the ADER-DG scheme locally implicit, the stiff source term can be integrated
without a strict time step restriction. The solution procedure stays overall explicit, which means that no
global system has to be assembled and solved. As a key part of the solution procedure, a medium-sized linear
system with a few thousand unknowns has to be solved for each element and time step. As extreme-scale
simulations may calculate more than 1013 element updates [17], a highly efficient solver for these systems is
needed. We show that with a standard approach, such as the LU decomposition [28], it is not feasible to
tackle large-scale poroelastic problems due to the high demands on computational power and memory. We
exploit the structure of the system to derive an efficient back-substitution algorithm. When we compare our
algorithm to a standard LU-decomposition, we see a reduction in the number of floating-point operations
by a factor of up to 25, when using polynomials of degree 6 and we expect that the speed-up factor further
increases with higher degrees. In addition, the back-substitution procedure can be expressed as a chain of
small matrix-matrix multiplications (GEMMs, [29]). For these operations, efficient implementations exist
(e.g. [30]), thus high computational efficiency can be readily achieved.

In the following, we review existing approaches to solve the governing equations of poroelasticity in
Section 2. Then, in Section 3, we summarise the governing equations of poroelasticity. Subsequently, we
outline the spatial and temporal discretisation using the space-time variant of ADER-DG in Section 4. In
Section 5, we present our novel solution algorithm. The new scheme is then compared to reference solutions
in a series of verification exercises, in Section 6. We demonstrate the high-order convergence of our method
with canonical 3D models of planar wave propagation. We verify the accurate treatment of wave propagation

1https://www.seissol.org
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in a homogeneous full-space excited by an explosive point source, free surfaces and internal material interfaces
in comparison to analytical and semi-analytical reference solutions. Finally, we present a new 3D poroelastic
layer over half-space scenario, in which we verify all implementation aspects conjunctively in comparison to
a finite difference method. In Section 7, we examine the performance and scalability of our implementation.
We conclude with a discussion of our results in Section 8.

2. Related work

The PDEs describing wave propagation in poroelastic media are interesting from a mathematical and
computational point of view because they contain a stiff source term. Several different approaches to solve
these equations have been proposed. When simulating wave propagation in poroelastic media, the main
challenge comes from the viscous coupling between the solid and the fluid, which introduces a stiff reactive
source term to the equation. Here, we shortly summarise various semi-analytical and numerical methods
and approaches for the simulation of seismic wave propagation in a poroelastic medium.

For simple models, Green’s function approaches are applicable to solve the equations of motion combined
with Biot’s constitutive law for poroelastic media. A Green’s function approach can be considered semi–
analytical: The solution is expressed analytically as a convolution of a Green’s function with a source time
function. To actually compute the solution at a given point, numerical quadrature is typically used. Diaz
and Ezziani [31] solve the PDEs for the solid particle velocities of a poroelastic material filled with an
inviscid fluid. They consider a homogeneous full-space, a contact of two half-spaces with distinct material
or a half-space with a free surface. Karpfinger et al. [32] consider general moment-tensor sources (monopole,
dipole and double-couple), and solve for the solid particle velocities as well as the relative fluid velocities in
homogeneous full-spaces. They take inviscid and viscous fluids in the pore space into account. While both
approaches give good results for geometrically simple test cases, they are not applicable for more complicated
setups. We are not aware of analytical Green’s functions that can readily account for non-planar topography
or 3D heterogeneous poroelastic materials.

Carcione et al. [1] summarise the numerical methods used for wave propagation in poroelastic media. In
contrast to the Green’s function approaches, the PDEs are discretised and the system of discretised equations
is then solved. Carcione and Quiroga-Goode [33] introduce a splitting method in time in combination with
a pseudospectral element discretisation in space to overcome stability problems. Morency and Tromp [34]
apply the spectral element method to solve the equations of poroelasticity for 2D applications. There, the
governing equations are written down in second-order form, with the solid displacements and the relative
fluid displacements as principal quantities. After the spatial discretisation, the time stepping is done using
a Newmark scheme.

The finite-difference (FD) method has been applied to wave propagation in poroelastic media since the
early 70s. One of the first studies was published by Garg et al. [35]. Since then, many authors have applied
a variety of FD schemes to model seismic waves and diffusion in poroelastic media. A detailed overview is
given by Moczo et al. [36] and Gregor et al. [37, 38]. The three papers introduced the staggered-grid velocity–
stress–pressure FD scheme with a sub-cell resolution in poroelastic media with zero, nonzero constant and
frequency-dependent resistive friction.

Also, the DG framework has been used to solve the governing equations of poroelasticity [9, 39, 40, 41].
de la Puente et al. [9] combine ADER time stepping with the DG method using modal basis functions (using
a deprecated version of SeisSol). They compare a splitting approach with a space-time predictor to integrate
the stiff source term. The DG method can also be combined with implicit-explicit (IMEX) Runge-Kutta
time stepping – Dudley Ward et al. [42] focus mostly on the so-called high-frequency case. Shukla et al.
[40] use operator splitting with nodal basis functions and Runge-Kutta time stepping. Zhang et al. [39]
use ADER time stepping similar to SeisSol and focus on the coupling between wave propagation in elastic
and poroelastic materials. Zhan et al. [41] also combine the DG method with Runge Kutta time stepping.
However, they omit the stiff source term, by only considering inviscid fluids. Most of the approaches are
presented for 2D scenarios; only a few [9, 41] are able to solve more realistic 3D problems.
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3. Governing equations

In the following, we outline the governing equations for wave propagation in poroelastic materials. The
final PDE system combines 13 unknowns – six stress components, three solid particle velocities, the pore
pressure and three relative fluid velocities – in the vector of unknowns:

q = (σxx, σyy, σzz, σxy, σyz, σxz, u, v, w, p, uf , vf , wf )
T
.

Following [9, 43, 8], the governing equation for wave propagation in a poroelastic medium can be written in
the matrix-vector form as:

∂q

∂t
+A

∂q

∂x
+B

∂q

∂y
+ C

∂q

∂z
= Eq, (1)

with matrices A,B,C,E ∈ R13×13. The term Eq on the right-hand side of Equation (1) is denoted as
reactive source term or viscous dissipation term. It accounts for the dissipation of energy due to the motion
of the viscous fluid relative to the solid. The governing equations of poroelasticity form a linear hyperbolic
partial differential equation with a stiff source term.

3.1. Constitutive behaviour

To better understand the mechanics of this PDE system and to introduce all involved quantities and
parameters, we summarise its underlying physical concepts and derivation. Poroelastic materials are inher-
ently heterogeneous combining a solid and a fluid phase. They consist of a solid matrix (also called solid
frame) with pores. The pore space is then completely filled by a fluid. The material of the solid phase is
characterised by the bulk modulus KS and the density ρS . The porosity φ describes the volume fraction
occupied by the pores. The solid matrix, including empty pores, behaves like an elastic body, i.e. its rheol-
ogy can be characterised by the two Lamé parameters λM and µM . The fluid phase is described by its bulk
modulus KF , density ρF and the viscosity ν. We also need two parameters, which describe how the solid
matrix and the fluid interact: A fluid particle moving from one point in the solid matrix to another cannot
follow the direct path, but has to follow the path dictated by the pores. The tortuosity T describes how
much longer this path is compared to the direct connection. The permeability κ is a measure of how well
fluids can be transported through the pores. All poroelastic material parameters are summarised in Table 1.

It is now possible to define the displacement of the solid matrix UMi and corresponding strain tensor
εMij = 1

2 (∂iU
M
j + ∂jU

M
i ). In addition, we take the displacement of the fluid UF and the pore pressure p into

account and consider the variation of the fluid content as ζ := −∇·
(
φ(UF − UM )

)
. To derive a constitutive

law of the poroelastic material, we consider a homogenised material, i.e. we neglect spatial scales smaller
than a pore’s diameter. For example, the effective density of the poroelastic material can be computed as

Table 1: Material parameters used to characterise poroelastic materials.

Parameter Symbol Unit

Solid Bulk modulus KS Pa
Solid density ρS kg m−3

Matrix 1st Lamé parameter λM Pa
Matrix 2nd Lamé parameter µM Pa
Matrix permeability κ m2

Matrix porosity φ
Matrix tortuosity T
Fluid bulk modulus KF Pa
Fluid density ρF kg m−3

Fluid viscosity ν Pa s
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ρ = φ · ρF + (1− φ) · ρS . The total stress σij = σMij − φpδij can be observed. We compute the bulk modulus

of the solid matrix KM = λM + 2
3µM . Finally, we consider the solid-fluid coupling modulus

M =
KS

(1−KM/KS)− φ(1−KS/KF )
,

and the effective stress component
α = 1−KM/KS .

With all quantities defined, we can write down the constitutive law, relating σ and p to εM and ζ [43, sec. 2].

σxx
σyy
σzz
σyz
σxz
σxy
−p


=



λM + 2µM +Mα2 λ+Mα2 λ+Mα2 0 0 0 Mα
λ+Mα2 λM + 2µM +Mα2 λ+Mα2 0 0 0 Mα
λ+Mα2 λ+Mα2 λM + 2µM +Mα2 0 0 0 Mα

0 0 0 µ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 µ 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 µ 0
Mα Mα Mα 0 0 0 M





εMxx
εMyy
εMzz
εMyz
εMxz
εMxy
−ζ


.

Note that by our sign convention, pressure is positive in compression while normal stresses are negative in
compression.

3.2. Equations of motion

We now consider the time-dependent problem, in terms of the solid particle velocities vi = ∂tU
M
i and

the relative fluid velocities vFi = φ∂t(U
F
i − UMi ). The equations of motion can be combined with Darcy’s

law to obtain a system of PDEs [43, sec. 3]:

3∑
j=1

∂σij
∂xj

= ρ
∂vi
∂t

+ ρF
∂vFi
∂t

− ∂p

∂xi
= ρ

∂vi
∂t

+
ρFT

φ

∂vFi
∂t

+
ν

κ
vFi .

(2)

We note that Equation (2) is only valid for frequencies lower than Biot’s characteristic frequency fc =
1

2π
νφ

TκρF
. In this so-called low-frequency regime, the flow of the fluid in pore space can be approximated as a

laminar flow. For higher frequencies, the fluid flow becomes turbulent and a more complex form of Darcy’s
law has to be considered. Biot’s frequency depends mainly on the porosity φ and the permeability κ. Within
geo-reservoirs, permeability typically ranges from2 1 · 10−4 mD to 1 · 102 mD and porosity varies between 0 %
and 20 % (e.g. [44, Fig. 14.1]), leading to Biot’s frequency ranging from tens of Hz to hundreds of kHz. We
aim for simulations of seismic waves up to 10 Hz, which means that considering the low-frequency regime
is sufficient (see also, e.g. [45, Fig 2.1]). If all pores are filled with an inviscid fluid, Biot’s frequency is
formally zero, implying the high-frequency regime. However, for the inviscid case, the equations for low-
and high-frequency regimes are identical [9].

We follow [9] in combining the constitutive behaviour and the equations of motions to derive the governing
equations as a hyperbolic system in first-order form in the form of Equation (1). We show the sparsity
patterns of the matrices A+B+C and E in Figure 1. A detailed description of these matrices can be found
in [46, pp. 114-115], where also the anisotropic case is discussed. Here we restrict ourselves to the isotropic
case. At this point, we want to remark that E is an upper triangular matrix i.e. Eij = 0 ∀i > j, which
will be important in Section 5.

We can combine Equation (2) with initial conditions. Typically, in the initial state, the system is at rest,
and seismic waves are excited by an external source term, which additionally enters Equation (2) on the
right-hand side. See for example [32], for an overview of different source types and their respective radiation
patterns in a homogeneous full-space.

2The unit Darcy (1 D = 9.869,23 · 10−13 m2) is a unit for the permeability of a porous medium.
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Figure 1: Sparsity patterns of the matrices A+B + C and E of Equation (1).

4. ADER-DG discretisation

In this section we summarise the numerical method we use to discretise Equation (1). We focus on the
Discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method, which has been increasingly attractive for simulation of elastic wave
propagation [47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56] We combine the DG method with Arbitrary high-order
DERivative (ADER) time stepping, leading to high-order accuracy in time within a single step [57]. In
essence, ADER-DG is a predictor-corrector scheme: First, in each element we predict a solution solely based
on the information within the element itself. In the second step, the predicted solution is corrected using
numerical fluxes across element boundaries. The scheme is explicit in time, which is attractive from a compu-
tational perspective, since no global system of equations has to be assembled and solved [27] ADER-DG has
been successfully used for a broad range of problems, for example, shallow water equations, relativistic mag-
netohydrodynamics or the Euler equations [58] In particular, ADER-DG is the basis of many seismological
applications [13, 19, 16, 24, 25, 58, 59, 17]

4.1. Spatial discretisation

We use a DG approach on unstructured tetrahedral elements. First, we partition the computational
domain Ω ⊂ R3 in a set of conforming tetrahedrons T = {Ti}ni=1. Within each tetrahedron, we expand the

solution q in space: qp(x, t) = Q̂npl(t)ψ
n
l (x), for x ∈ Tn using a set of basis functions ψnl . Here we use Einstein

sum convention, i.e. a sum over repeated indices is implied. The superscript n emphasises that Q̂ and ψl
are specific to the element Tn. For better readability, however, we will omit that superscript, where it is
clear from the context. We introduce the reference element E = {(x, y, z) ∈ R3 : x, y, z > 0∧ x+ y+ z < 1}.
Now, we can construct an affine linear mapping Ξn : Tn → E , which maps global coordinates to reference
coordinates. Finally, we define the basis functions ψnl (x) = φl(Ξ

n(x)), using a set of polynomials φl defined
on the reference element. As φl, we choose Dubiner polynomials, which are an orthogonal set of polynomials
on tetrahedrons and are based on Jacobi polynomials [60]. Any polynomial p(x, y, z) in three spatial variables
can be written as

∑
i,j,k αijkx

iyjzk. We define the degree of a polynomial as deg(p) = max
αijk 6=0

i+ j + k. For

example, the polynomial 1 has degree 0, the polynomial x2yz2 has degree 5 and so on. In three space
dimensions the space of polynomials, which are exactly of degree N , can be represented by

(
N+2

2

)
basis

functions and the space of polynomials of degree equal or less than N is spanned by
(
N+3

3

)
basis functions.

The Dubiner polynomials φi are ordered such that the degree of φi is less or equal to the degree of φj for
i ≤ j.

We multiply Equation (1) with a test function ψnk and integrate in space to get a weak formulation of
our equation: ∫

Tn

∂q

∂t
ψnk dV +

∫
Tn

(
A
∂q

∂x
+B

∂q

∂y
+ C

∂q

∂z

)
ψnk dV =

∫
Tn

Eqψnk dV (3)
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We transform the integrals to the reference element and perform integration by parts (c.f. [19]). The
Jacobians on the reference element can be obtained as A∗ = A∂xξ+B∂yξ+C∂zξ, B

∗ = A∂xη+B∂yη+C∂zη
and C∗ = A∂xζ +B∂yζ +C∂zζ. Here, ξ, η, ζ are the coordinate components of the transformation Ξn. To
ease notation, we set A1 = A∗, A2 = B∗, A3 = C∗ and express derivatives in ξ direction as ∂1, derivatives
in η direction as ∂2, and derivatives in ζ direction as ∂3. Then we get

∂Q̂npl
∂t
|J |
∫
E
φlφk dV +

4∑
j=1

F jpk(Q̂n, Q̂nj )

−
3∑
j=1

AjpqQ̂nql|J |
∫
E
∂jφkφl dV = EpqQ̂

n
ql|J |

∫
E
φkφl dV.

(4)

We assume that the Jacobian matrices A are constant on each element. This has the advantage that
the integrals can be precomputed and no quadrature is needed. Here, we introduced the numerical flux
F jpk(Q̂n, Q̂nj ), which evaluates the exchange of quantities across the jth face of the tetrahedron. As a
numerical flux we choose Godunov’s flux method based on the solution of exact Riemann problems at the
inter-cell boundaries [61, 62].

4.2. Temporal discretisation with ADER

We add ADER time stepping [57]. We replace continuous time with a series of time steps 0 = t0, t1, . . . ,
for simplicity we assume a regular grid in time: ti = i ·∆t. The idea of ADER time stepping is the following:
Given the local solution qp(ti, x) = Q̂npl(ti)ψl(x), we predict a solution for upcoming times ti + δt < ti+1.
This is classically done using a Taylor series approach,

qp(ti + δt) =

N∑
j=1

∂jqp
∂tj

(ti)
δtj

j!
. (5)

The temporal derivatives at ti are computed from the spatial derivatives using the Cauchy-Kovalewski
procedure [63], where temporal derivatives can be replaced by spatial derivatives. This Taylor series predicts
the time evolution of qp based on the local information. If we integrate Equation (4) in time over [ti, ti+1],

we get an expression to compute Q̂npl(ti+1) from Q̂npl(ti). The integration in time is done using Gaussian
quadrature. This is where the predicted solutions for arbitrary times t ∈ [ti, ti+1] is needed. This corrector
step takes the flux information from the neighbouring elements into account.

This scheme has several advantages: It is a one-step scheme, i.e. no intermediate stages (such as for
example, with Runge-Kutta schemes) have to be stored. The scheme is explicit, in particular, no global
system of equations has to be solved. As a direct consequence, the scheme can easily be parallelised,
using mesh partitioning, where only ghost cells at partition boundaries have to be exchanged. If we choose
polynomials up to degree N , we achieve a convergence rate N + 1 in space and time. To ensure stability, a
CFL condition in the form

∆t ≤ C(N)
d

v

has to be fulfilled for each mesh element, where d is the diameter of the element’s insphere and v is the
maximal wave speed [18]. The constant C is set to C(N) = c

2N+1 with c = 1
2 . If we use global time

stepping, ∆t is set to the smallest fraction min
Ti∈T

C(N)d(Ti)/v(Ti), taking into account all elements. Material

parameters, and thus wave speeds, change over the computational domain. In addition, meshes are typically
refined locally. So with global time stepping we might impose time steps smaller than actually necessary.
Local time stepping can be added to the ADER-DG scheme, to save computational load where possible [18].
As modern supercomputers work best on structured data, clustered local time stepping is used [64].
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4.3. Space-Time predictor

The right hand side in Equation (1), Eq, poses a stiff source term. As a consequence, the Cauchy-
Kovalewski procedure to predict a solution becomes unstable. In [9], new time stepping schemes that are
stable with a stiff term are analysed – operator splitting and space-time predictor. Since the splitting scheme
does not achieve high-order convergence, we focus on the space-time predictor. For a more general review
of this algorithm, we refer to [27, sec. 3.3]. The idea is to express the solution in time using a polynomial
expansion: qp(x, t) = Q̃niplsψ

n
l (x)θis(t) for x ∈ Tn, t ∈ [ti, ti+1]. Note that Q̃ni is not time dependent anymore,

but remains constant on the space-time element En × [ti, ti+1]. We define [0, 1] as a reference element in
time. On this element, we choose Jacobi polynomials χs as a basis and obtain θi via a transformation onto
the reference element. We chose the same degree for the spatial and temporal basis functions. Now we
multiply Equation (1) with spatial and temporal basis functions to derive the following system of equations
for Q̃ni [9]:∫ ti+1

ti

∫
Tn

Q̃niplsψl
∂θs
∂t

ψkθr dV dt

+

∫ ti+1

ti

∫
Tn

(
ApqQ̃

ni
qls

∂ψl
∂x

θs +BpqQ̃
ni
qls

∂ψl
∂y

θs + CpqQ̃
ni
qls

∂ψl
∂z

θs

)
ψkθr dV dt

=

∫ ti+1

ti

∫
Tn

EpqQ̃
ni
qlsψlθsψkθr dV dt.

We apply integration by parts in time to the first integral and map onto the reference element:

δpq 〈χr(1)φk, χs(1)φl〉 Q̃niqls − 〈χr(0)φk, φl〉 Q̃n,0pl − δpq
[
∂χr
∂τ

φk, χsφl

]
Q̃niqls

+

3∑
j=1

Aj∗pq [χrφk, χs∂jφl] Q̃
ni
qls = E∗pq [χrφk, χsφl] Q̃

ni
qls. (6)

Here, 〈·, ·〉 is a scalar product in space, whereas [·, ·] is a scalar product in space and time:

〈f, g〉 :=

∫
E
f(ξ, η, ζ)g(ξ, η, ζ) dV (ξ, η, ζ)

[f, g] :=

∫ 1

0

∫
E
f(τ, ξ, η, ζ)g(τ, ξ, η, ζ) dV (ξ, η, ζ) dτ.

Note that we use Qn,0pl , which collects the spatial degrees only from the previous time step. We introduce

the source matrix E∗ = ∆tE transformed to the reference element, and the Jacobian matrices Aj∗ = ∆tAj ,
now also scaled with the time step ∆t. Notice, that we can decompose most of the inner products, e.g.

[χrφk, χsφl] =

∫ 1

0

∫
E
χrφkχsφl dV dτ =

∫ 1

0

χrχs

(∫
E
φkφl dV

)
dτ =

∫ 1

0

χrχs dτ

∫
E
φkφl dV.

We define mass and stiffness matrices in time,

Wrs = χr(1)χs(1)

wr = χr(0)

Srs =

∫ 1

0

χrχs dτ

Kτ
rs =

∫ 1

0

∂χr
∂τ

χs dτ,
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and space,

Mkl =

∫
E
φkφl dV

Kα
kl =

∫
E
φk
∂φl
∂α

dV,

where α ∈ {ξ, η, ζ} or 1, 2, 3. We start by inserting our matrix definitions into Equation (6) and drop the
superscript ni:

δpqWrsMklQ̃qls − δpqwrMklQ̃
0
ql − δpqKτ

rsMklQ̃qls +

3∑
j=1

Aj∗pqSrsK
j
klQ̃qls = E∗pqSrsMklQ̃qls.

We now collect terms involving Q̃qlk on the left and the other part on the right:δpqWrsMkl − δpqKτ
rsMkl − E∗pqSrsMkl +

3∑
j=1

Aj∗pqSrsK
j
kl

 Q̃qls = δpqwrMklQ̃
0
ql. (7)

The system of equations can now be stated in the form

YpkrqlsQ̃qls = rpkr. (8)

This system can be transformed into a matrix-vector form if we map the multi-indices to linear indices. By
solving this system, we get a predicted solution for qp(ti + δt), which replaces Equation (5). Again we can
combine this with Equation (4), integrate from ti to ti+1 and obtain the solution at time ti+1.

5. A new efficient inversion of the system matrix

In Section 4.3 we introduce the ADER-DG method with a space-time predictor to effectively treat the
stiff source term inherent to poroelastic wave propagation. What remains is to solve a local system as
given in Equation (8). We can write this linear system of equations in standard matrix form, Ax = b, by
unrolling the multi-indices pkr → i and qls → j. In the approach by de la Puente et al. [9], the inverse
of this matrix was precomputed for every element. During the simulation phase, these systems were simply
solved one after the other, which has two main disadvantages: (1) The operator Y contains information on
the material parameters and the shape of the elements, thus, the operator differs for every element. (2)
Since, for example, 4,368 unknowns are associated with polynomial degree 5, each LU decomposition needs
145.6 MB of storage per element. Even on large clusters, this easily poses a severe limitation. Additionally,
precomputing the decomposition demands substantial computational resources.

Here, we present a new, optimised solution approach that relies on a modified back-substitution. It
does not require explicit unrolling of multi-indices, but makes use of the tensor structure of Q̃. Thus, no
decomposition has to be computed or stored. In terms of floating-point operations and memory requirement
needed for one back-substitution, we outperform an LU decomposition by far. In addition, our scheme can
be implemented using small matrix-matrix multiplications (GEMMs). For these kinds of tensor operations,
the code generator YATeTo [65] can generate architecture-specific code to achieve high performance.

5.1. Structure of the system matrix

In Equations (7) and (8), the indices p and q range from 1 to Q (number of quantities), r and s range
from 1 to N + 1 (number of temporal basis functions), and k and l range from 1 to B = B(N) (number of
spatial basis functions with degrees up to N). There are several ways to unroll the multi-indices pkr → i and
qls→ j. If we choose k/l as the slowest and r/s as the fastest-running indices, we observe a sparsity pattern
and block-structure of the system matrix Aij , as shown in Figure 2. Overall, the system (8) is in upper
block-triangular form. The blocks on the diagonal hinder us from using standard row-wise back-substitution
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Figure 2: Sparsity patterns of the system matrices of Equation (8) with basis functions of maximum degree 1 and 2, respectively.
The white blocks contain only zeros. We identify (N + 1) blue blocks of increasing size at the diagonal. We further distinguish
these blocks in a light and a dark blue. The light-blue blocks also contain only zeros. The dark-blue blocks are all upper
block-triangular with blocks of size (N + 1) × (N + 1) along the diagonal. In total, there are B dark-blue blocks, all of size
Q(N + 1) × Q(N + 1). Finally, we recognise a re-occurring sparsity pattern in the green blocks. See the text for a detailed
explanation on the origin of the blue and green block structure.

(such as the triangular solver from Level 2 BLAS [29]). Nonetheless, we can make use of this property to
derive a block-wise back-substitution algorithm in Section 5.2.

The block-triangular structure of the matrix stems from our choice of basis functions, which are orthog-
onal polynomials.

Lemma 1. If the basis functions φl are orthogonal and ordered such that deg(φk) ≤ deg(φl) for k ≤ l, the
stiffness matrix Kα is upper triangular. In particular, we see larger blocks of zeros: Let Bn =

(
n+3

3

)
. Then

for our choice of basis functions, we have:

∀n ∈ [1, N + 1] : ∀i ∈ (Bn−1, Bn] : ∀j ∈ [1, Bn] : Kα
ij = 0

Proof. The basis functions are numbered with increasing degree, where each degree adds
(
n+2

2

)
basis func-

tions. That is, the first basis function is of degree 0, the next 3 basis functions have degree 1, the next 6
basis functions have degree 2, and so forth. Let i ∈ (Bn−1, Bn] and j ∈ [1, Bn]. Denote the degree of φi
with ki and the degree of φj with kj . Then kj ≤ ki. We obtain the stiffness matrices by an inner product
Kα
ij = 〈φi, ∂αφj〉. Taking the derivative of a basis function of degree kj yields a polynomial of degree kj − 1,

which we can write as a linear combination of the basis functions up to degree kj−1. Since all basis functions
of degree ki are orthogonal to the polynomials of degree up to kj − 1, it follows that Kα

ij = 0

Now, we can see how the blue and green blocks in Figure 2 arise from Equation (7): The overall shape
of the green blocks resembles the sparsity pattern of the stiffness matrices. Therefore, we identify the
green block with the pattern

∑3
j=1Aj∗pqSrsK

j
kl. Within each block, we see a replication of the sparsity

pattern of the Jacobian matrices (Aj∗pq), where each entry on the diagonal is replaced by the (N + 1) ×
(N + 1) diagonal matrix Srs. The blue blocks on the diagonal resemble the other part of Equation (7):(
δpqWrs − δpqKτ

rs − E∗pqSrs
)
Mkl. The mass matrix Mkl is diagonal, which explains the location of the

dark-blue blocks and the existence of the light-blue blocks. Within each dark-blue block, we see smaller
blocks of size (N + 1) × (N + 1) on the diagonal (δpqWrs − δpqKτ

rs). Above the diagonal (in particular on
a side diagonal), we see the entries EpqSrs. We can group the dark-blue blocks on the diagonal to (N + 1)
blocks of size (N + 1)Q

(
n+2

2

)
× (N + 1)Q

(
n+2

2

)
. Each of these blocks corresponds to basis functions of a

certain polynomial degree.
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5.2. Block-wise back-substitution

We continue with Equation (7) and derive the block-wise back-substitution procedure. First, we multiply
with M−1

mkS
−1
ur :δpqS−1

ur Wrsδml − δpqS−1
ur K

τ
rsδml − E∗pqδusδml +

3∑
j=1

Aj∗pqδusM−1
mkK

j
kl

Qqls

= δpqS
−1
ur wrδmlQ

0
ql = S−1

ur wrQ
0
pm.

Now, we move the parts containing the spatial stiffness matrices onto the right-hand side, since we know
this part vanishes for some index combinations:

(
δpqS

−1
ur Wrsδml − δpqS−1

ur K
τ
rsδml − E∗pqδusδml

)
Qqls = S−1

ur wrQ
0
pm −

 3∑
j=1

Aj∗pqδusM−1
mkK

j
kl

Qqls.

Next, we can factor out some of the δ functions. Furthermore, we introduce K̂α
ml = M−1

mrK
α
rl, which renders

the equations simpler:

(
δpqS

−1
ur Wrs − δpqS−1

ur K
τ
rs − E∗pqδus

)
Qqms = S−1

ur wrQ
0
pm −

 m∑
j=1

Aj∗pqK̂
j
ml

Qqlu.

Since the mass matrix is diagonal due to the choice of orthogonal basis functions, K̂α has the same sparsity
pattern as Kα. We can write the sum over l on the right-hand side explicitly now and neglect all parts
which are 0. Then:

bpmu := S−1
ur wrQ

0
pm −

B∑
l=m+1

(
A∗pqK̂

ξ
ml +B∗pqK̂

η
ml + C∗pqK̂

ζ
ml

)
Qqlu, (9)

Thus, bpmu only depends on Q:l: with l > m. In particular, for m = B we obtain

bpBu := S−1
ur wrQ

0
pB .

Recall that we want to solve the system for every m:(
δpqS

−1
ur Wrs − δpqS−1

ur K
τ
rs − E∗pqδus

)
Qqms = bpmu. (10)

For m = B, the right-hand side b does not depend on Q. For m < B, the right-hand side b depends on Q:l:

with l > m. Hence we can solve the system of equations for Q:m: backwards in the order m = B, . . . , 1 and
update the right-hand side with the already computed values of Q, as shown in Algorithm 1. Here we still

1 bpBu ← S−1
ur wrQ

0
pB ;

2 for m← B downto 1 do
3 // dark-blue blocks

4 Solve
(
δpqS

−1
ur Wrs − δpqS−1

ur K
τ
rs − E∗pqδus

)
Qqms = bpmu;

5 // green blocks

6 Update bp(m−1)u using Equation (9);

7 end

Algorithm 1: First simple block-wise back-substitution algorithm.

need to solve a system of size Q(N + 1)×Q(N + 1) for B iterations.
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We can further optimise the algorithm by using the sparsity pattern of E∗, which is upper triangular and
repeat what we have done earlier. We collect the matrices on the left-hand side of Equation (10) further:δpq S−1

ur (Wrs −Kτ
rs)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=:Zus

−E∗pqδus

Qqms = bpmu.

Then we split E∗ in a diagonal and in a strictly upper triangular part, i.e. E∗ = F+G, where F = diag(E∗),
and G = E∗ − F . We put G on the right-hand side and explicitly write the sum over q:

(δpqZus − Fpqδus)Qqms = bpmu +

Q∑
o=p+1

GpoQomu =: b̂pmu.

Again, we see that the right-hand side does not depend on Q for p = Q:

b̂Qmu = bQmu.

F is diagonal, i.e. Fpq = E∗PP δpq. Note that the upper-case P has the same value as the lower-case p but no
summation is implied. We can further simplify the equations by pulling out δpq and obtain the final system
that needs to be solved for all p and m:

(Zus − E∗PP δus)Qpms = b̂pmu.

In summary, we obtain Algorithm 2, where · stands for a matrix multiplication and ◦ for a tensor product.
In comparison to Algorithm 1, we only have to solve BQ systems of size (N + 1)× (N + 1).

1 b← Q0 ◦ (S−1w);
2 for m← B downto 1 do
3 // use sparsity pattern of dark-blue blocks

4 for p← Q downto 1 do
5 Qpm: ← (Z − E∗ppI)−1 · bpm:;

6 for o← 1 to p− 1 do
7 bom: ← bom: +Gop ·Qpm:;
8 end

9 end
10 // green blocks

11 for n← 1 to m− 1 do

12 b:n: ← b:n: − K̂ξ
nmA

∗ ·Q:m: − K̂η
nmB

∗ ·Q:m: − K̂ζ
nmC

∗ ·Q:m:;
13 end

14 end

Algorithm 2: Back-substitution algorithm unrolled over m and p.

We can even further optimise the algorithm by using the internal structure of the blue and green blocks.
Until now, we have only used the block structure given by the dark-blue blocks, but we also see that the
system matrix contains larger blocks of zeros (light-blue in Figure 2). Thus, for m ≤ Bn the right-hand side
bpmu depends on Q:l: for l ∈ (Bn, B]. We can use this information to construct Algorithm 3, in which we
fuse iterations within the loop over m.

Next, we compare the number of floating-point operations needed to solve one system of equations using
an LU decomposition and our Algorithm 3. As material parameters do not change over time, we can reuse
the same decomposition in each time step. The LU decomposition can be computed in advance for each
element and stored. During the simulation, we have to perform back-substitution twice, thus, the number
of floating-point operations is 2s2, where s is the number of unknowns. Now, consider the newly proposed
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1 b← Q0 ◦ (S−1w);
2 for n← N + 1 downto 1 do
3 // dark and light-blue blocks together

4 m← (Bn−1, Bn];
5 for p← Q downto 1 do
6 Qpm: ← bpm: · (Z − E∗ppI)−T ; // 2dn(N + 1)2 flop

7 for o← 1 to p− 1 do
8 bom: ← bom: +Gop ·Qpm: ; // 2dn(N + 1) flop

9 end

10 end
11 // green blocks

12 if n > 1 then

13 b← b−A∗ ×1 Q:m: ×2 K̂
ξ
:m ;

14 b← b−B∗ ×1 Q:m: ×2 K̂
η
:m;

15 b← b− C∗ ×1 Q:m: ×2 K̂
ζ
:m;

16 // each: QB(N + 1) + 2(N + 1)Q2dn + 2(N + 1)QdnB flop

17 end

18 end

Algorithm 3: Back-substitution algorithm with iterations fused over m to better match the sparsity
pattern. The number of floating-point operations for each tensor contraction is provided as comments.
The product ×n denotes the n-mode product, c.f. [66].

block-wise back-substitution approach: Let dn =
(
n+2

2

)
. The number of floating-point operations for each

tensor contraction is provided in Algorithm 3. Now we only have to sum over the loops. Let us note here that
G has 3 non-zero entries, thus, we execute line 8 only three times. The number of floating-point operations
for the nth execution of the outermost loop is bounded by

Q · 2dn(N + 1)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
line 6

+ 3 · 2dn(N + 1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
line 8

+ 3
(
QB(N + 1) + 2(N + 1)Q2dN + 2(N + 1)QdNB

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
lines 13-16

= 2dn
(
Q(N + 1)2 + 3(N + 1) + 3(N + 1)Q2 + 3(N + 1)QB

)
+ 3QB(N + 1).

As
∑N
n=1 dn = B and the other terms are independent of n, we obtain

2B
(
Q(N + 1)2 + 3(N + 1) + 3(N + 1)Q2 + 3(N + 1)QB

)
+ 3QB(N + 1)2

as an upper bound for Algorithm 3. Comparison of the number of floating-point operations in Table 2
shows significant speed-up comparing our Algorithm 3 to the LU decomposition for all considered orders
of accuracy. The speed-up factor increases approximately linearly with the polynomial degree. Specifically,
we see a reduction of computational effort by a factor of ≈ 25 for polynomial degree 6. Our Algorithm 3
outperforms LU decomposition also in terms of memory requirements. For the LU decomposition, two
triangular matrices of size BQ(N + 1)×BQ(N + 1) have to be stored. For our back-substitution algorithm,
we only need to store the matrices (Z − E∗ppI)−1 (13 matrices of size (N + 1)× (N + 1)) and the matrices
A∗, B∗, C∗ (each of size Q×Q) and E∗ (6 non-zero entries).

6. Verification

To verify the implementation of the block-wise back-substitution approach (Algorithm 3 in Section 4.3)
in SeisSol, we perform a series of numerical verification tests with canonical models of different complexity:
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N 2 3 4 5 6

#unknowns 3.90 · 102 1.04 · 103 2.28 · 103 4.37 · 103 7.64 · 103

#FLOP LU 3.04 · 105 2.16 · 106 1.04 · 107 3.82 · 107 1.17 · 108

#FLOP STP 5.99 · 104 2.27 · 105 7.13 · 105 1.94 · 106 4.72 · 106

reduction 5.08 9.52 1.45 · 101 1.97 · 101 2.48 · 101

storage LU [MB] 1.16 8.26 3.95 · 101 1.46 · 102 4.46 · 102

storage STP [MB] 4.81 · 10−3 5.50 · 10−3 6.39 · 10−3 7.48 · 10−3 8.77 · 10−3

reduction 2.42 · 102 1.50 · 103 6.18 · 103 1.95 · 104 5.08 · 104

Table 2: Comparison of the computational effort (absolute count of floating-point operations) and memory requirements for
the standard LU decomposition and our newly proposed approach (STP, Algorithm 3).

1. We impose a planar wave as initial condition and let it evolve over time. On a cascade of finer and
finer meshes, we verify convergence of all 13 unknowns (stresses, solid particle velocities, pore pressure,
relative fluid velocities) against an analytical reference solution.

2. We consider an explosive point source in a homogeneous full space with either a viscous or an inviscid
fluid. We compare the time histories of the solid particle velocities and relative fluid velocities at
selected receiver positions using the semi-analytical solution by Karpfinger et al. [32].

3. We consider a contact of two half-spaces with an inviscid fluid to assess how well SeisSol resolves
reflection and transmission of waves at internal interfaces. We compare the solid particle velocities to
the semi-analytical solution by Diaz and Ezziani [31].

4. We verify the reflection of waves at a free surface of a half-space filled with an inviscid fluid. Again,
the reference for the solid particle velocities is given by [31].

5. As final verification and demonstration example, we define a new layer over half-space problem. For
isotropic elastic materials, the layer over half-space community benchmark is widely accepted (c.f. [67]).
Here, we combine verification setups 2, 3 and 4 to simulate wave propagation with a free surface and
an internal interface in a poroelastic medium filled with a viscous fluid. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no analytical or semi-analytical solution available for such model configurations. Therefore,
we compare our solution against an independent numerical simulation using the FD method [36, 37].

The first three verification setups follow [9], the two last test cases are inspired by similar 2D examples
in [37].

6.1. Planar wave convergence analysis

We consider a cube [−1, 1]3 with periodic boundary conditions. The cube is refined into 43, 83, 163, 323

and 643 equally sized sub-cubes and every cube is partitioned into 5 tetrahedrons. We express the reference
solution in the form of a planar wave:

q(x, t) =

13∑
n=1

αnrne
i(ωnt−k·x).

Here ωn, rn are eigenpairs of the matrix kxA+ kyB+ kzC − iE and i denotes the imaginary unit. It is easy

to verify that the real part of Q̂ is a solution of Equation (1). Each eigenpair corresponds to a wave mode.
The vector k = (π, π, π) describes the direction in which the waves propagate. The scaling factors αn define
the relative amplitudes of these wave modes. We set: α1, α2, α3, α4 = 100.0 and all others to 0. The first
mode corresponds to a fast P-wave, the second and third modes correspond to different polarisations of the
S-wave, and the fourth mode is the slow P-wave. The material parameters are given in Table 3. As an initial
condition we set Q̂(x, 0). The final time of the simulation is 1 · 10−4 s. The fast P-wave has a velocity of
2,715.6 m s−1, thus, the wave travels 0.27 m during the simulation time. We compare the simulation result
at the final time step of our simulation with the analytic reference solution using the L1, L2 and L∞ norms
within the cube [−1, 1]3.
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Table 3: Material parameters used for the planar wave convergence analysis.

Parameter Value

Solid Bulk modulus KS 4.00 · 1010 Pa
Solid density ρS 2.50 · 103 kg m−3

Matrix 1st Lamé parameter λM 1.20 · 1010 Pa
Matrix 2nd Lamé parameter µM 1.00 · 1010 Pa
Matrix porosity φ 0.20
Matrix permeability κ 6.00 · 10−13 m2

Matrix tortuosity T 3.00
Fluid bulk modulus KF 2.5 · 109 Pa
Fluid density ρF 1.04 · 103 kg m−3

Fluid viscosity ν 1.00 · 10−3 Pa s

In Figure 3 we show the dependence of the L∞ error between simulated results and analytic solution on
the characteristic edge length h for stress σxx, solid particle velocity u, pore pressure p and relative fluid
velocity uf . Table 4 summarises the characteristic element edge length h and the number of elements for
the considered meshes. When we use polynomial basis functions up to degree N , we expect convergence of
the order O = N + 1 [27]. In Figure 3, we clearly see the expected convergence behaviour for the different
choices of basis functions. For convergence order 7 and the finest mesh, the convergence slows down, since
we reach machine precision for the solid particle velocities and the relative fluid velocities. In other norms
and for other quantities we find the same expected convergence behaviour, see Appendix A.

6.2. Homogeneous full-space

Next, we verify the wave propagation excited by a point source by modifying a similar problem setup
in [9]. We consider a homogeneous full-space with an explosive point source at the origin. The time history
is a Ricker wavelet with dominant frequency f0 = 16 Hz and time delay t0 = 0.07 s:

s(t) =
(

1− 2 (πf0 (t− t0))
2
)
· exp

(
− (πf0 (t− t0))

2
)
.

The source acts on all three diagonal parts of the stress tensor, σxx, σyy, σzz, and the pore pressure p. A
set of four receivers is placed along the x-axis, while another set of four receivers is placed along the body
diagonal. The coordinates of all receivers are stated in Table 5. The material parameters are stated in
Table 6. We consider the viscous case (ν = 0.001 Pa s) and the inviscid case (ν = 0.0 Pa s).

The computational domain is a box [−3000, 3000]3. To simulate the full space, we impose absorbing
boundary conditions at the outer faces. SeisSol supports absorbing boundary conditions as detailed in [13].
These boundary conditions absorb waves with normal incidence very well, but in corners or in the case
of grazing incidence spurious reflections can occur. We typically enlarge the computational domain, such
that these artifacts are not observable in the region of interest. In the cube [−1500, 1500]3 the mesh has a
resolution of 30 m. The mesh is further refined around the origin with element edge size down to 3 m to be
able to resolve the explosive source accurately. Outside of the refined cube, the mesh is coarsened towards
the mesh borders. In total, the mesh consists of 6.27 · 106 elements. In the 1.5 s simulation window the
generated waves pass through all receivers. The simulation is carried out with convergence order 6.

Table 4: Characteristic length in meter and number of elements for the different meshes used in the planar wave convergence
analysis.

N 4 8 16 32 64

h 0.5 0.25 0.125 0.0625 0.03125
#elem 320 2560 20480 163840 1310720
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Figure 3: Convergence plots for selected unknowns of the planar wave convergence setup in the L∞ norm. The expected
convergence order is plotted in grey dashed lines. For O7 we are close to machine precision on the finest mesh.

Table 5: Receiver positions (in meter) for the homogeneous full space problem.

x1 x2 x3 x4 d1 d2 d3 d4

x −1,000 −600 600 1,000 −575 −345 345 575
y 0 0 0 0 −575 −345 345 575
z 0 0 0 0 −575 −345 345 575

Table 6: Material parameters for the homogeneous full-space problem.

Parameter Value

KS 2.00 · 1010 Pa
ρS 2.08 · 103 kg m−3

λM 5.28 · 109 Pa
µM 6.40 · 109 Pa
φ 0.40
κ 6.00 · 10−13 m2

T 2.00
KF 2.50 · 109 Pa
ρF 1.04 · 103 kg m−3

ν 1.00 · 10−3 Pa s
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We compare the simulation results obtained from SeisSol with semi-analytical solutions calculated using
a Green’s function approach [32]. Throughout this section we use time-frequency misfits [68, 69] to quantify
differences between SeisSol and the reference solution. A detailed comparison for the x-component of the
solid particle velocity (u) at receiver d4 in Figure 4 illustrates the excellent agreement between both solutions.
In the inviscid case (Figure 4a), we observe both the fast P-wave (the first pulse) and the slow P-wave (the
second pulse). In the viscous case (Figure 4b), we only observe the fast P-wave since the slow P-wave is
strongly diffusive and attenuates very quickly with distance from the source.

In Figure 5, we compare single-valued envelope misfits (EM) and phase misfits (PM) for all components
of the solid particle velocity and relative fluid velocity for all considered receivers. This summary comparison
reveals consistently excellent agreement between SeisSol and semi-analytic solutions with PM below 0.2 %
and EM below ≈ 1 %, which is is slightly exceeded only for uf at receiver x4. We note that small variations
at individual receivers are expected due to the unstructured mesh.

6.3. Contact of two half-spaces

To verify whether SeisSol correctly simulates waves reflected from and transmitted through an internal
interface, we consider a contact of two half-spaces benchmark problem. We modify a 2D version proposed
in [9] to a 3D volume with an adapted source-receiver configuration. Material properties of the half-spaces
are given in Table 7. We place an explosive point source at (0 m, 0 m, 500 m). As in Section 6.2 the time
history is a Ricker wavelet with f0 = 16 Hz and a time delay of 0.07 s. We consider two receivers: Receiver r
(500 m, 400 m, 500 m) at the same side of the interface as the source, to see the reflected waves, and Receiver
t (500 m, 400 m, −500 m) across the material interface to record the transmitted waves.

The computational domain is [−5000, 5000]3 with absorbing boundary conditions. We refine in a cube
with edge length 2 km around the origin up to a characteristic length of 40 m with further refinement around
the source and coarsening towards the boundary. The mesh has 2.08 · 106 elements. The method by [32],
used to calculate the reference solution in the previous setup, is applicable only in full spaces. Therefore,
we use the semi-analytical code Gar6More3D [31] that allows to include planar interfaces between two
half-spaces. However, Gar6More3D only supports inviscid fluids (ν = 0 Pa s) and provides solutions for solid
particle velocities. Figure 6 shows a detailed comparison for the x-component of the solid particle velocity
between simulated results and the reference solution for both receivers. Table 8 summarises all EM and
PM values for all components of the solid particle velocity. Both comparisons illustrate excellent agreement
between the SeisSol and the reference solutions. However, we note that the agreement at receiver t is slightly
worse. The speed of the fast P-wave is 2,480.7 m s−1 for z < 0 and 4,246.9 m s−1 for z > 0. With a lower
wave speed the wavelength decreases, hence a finer mesh is needed for the same accuracy. We used the
same characteristic edge length on both sides of the interface, which explains the slightly increased misfit at
receiver t.

Table 7: Material parameters we used for the contact of two half-spaces problem.

Parameter z > 0 z < 0

KS 4.00 · 1010 7.60 · 109 Pa
ρS 2.50 · 103 2.21 · 103 kg m−3

λM 1.20 · 1010 3.96 · 109 Pa
µM 1.20 · 1010 3.96 · 109 Pa
φ 0.20 0.16
κ 6.00 · 10−13 1.00 · 10−13 m2

T 2.00 2.00
KF 2.50 · 109 2.50 · 109 Pa
ρF 1.04 · 103 1.04 · 103 kg m−3

ν 0.00 0.00 Pa s
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Figure 4: Detailed misfit plots for the solid particle velocity component u at receiver d4 for the homogeneous full-space problem.
The wave is excited by an explosive point source in a homogeneous full space. We plot Frequency Envelope Misfit (FEM),
Time Frequency Envelope Misfit (TFEM), Time Envelope Misfit (TEM), single-valued Envelope Misfit (EM), single-valued
Phase Misfit (PM), the simulated and reference signal, Frequency Phase Misfit (FPM), Time Frequency Phase Misfit (TFPM)
and Time Phase Misfit (TPM).

Table 8: Misfits (in %) for the contact of two half-spaces problem.

Receiver EM u PM u EM v PM v EM w PM w

r 0.26 0.05 0.22 0.04 0.17 0.02
t 1.41 0.20 1.12 0.16 1.54 0.28
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an inviscid and a viscous fluid. For both cases, we achieve excellent agreement between simulation and reference.
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Figure 6: Detailed misfit plots for the solid particle velocity component u at the receivers r and t for the contact of two
half-spaces problem. For an explanation of the abbreviations, see Figure 4. The materials for each half-space have different
wave speeds, but the unstructured mesh has the same resolution everywhere, which explains the slightly increased misfit at
receiver t.
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6.4. Free surface

Including a free surface is of special interest in seismic simulations, since in most seismological con-
figurations the traction-free condition is a sufficient approximation of the Earth’s surface. Furthermore,
seismic motion is commonly recorded at seismic stations located at Earth’s surface. A benchmark setup
with a homogeneous half-space is reported in [37] for a 2D geometry. We here modify this to 3D, use
different material parameters and another source-receiver configuration. We consider a half-space with a
free surface boundary condition (σ · n = 0, p = 0) at z = 0. The half-space is homogeneous with material
parameters in Table 7 for z > 0. We place an explosive point source (Ricker wavelet, f0 = 5 Hz, t0 =
0.25 s) at (0 m, 0 m, 500 m). We consider a receiver at a shallow depth at (500 m, 400 m, 0.5 m) due to slow
convergence of the reference solution using Gar6More3D [31] directly at the free surface. Additionally, we
consider a receiver at depth (500 m, 400 m, 500 m) to record the reflected waves. The computational domain
is [−5000, 5000] × [−5000, 5000] × [0, 5000]. The mesh has a characteristic length of 30 m in the cuboid
[−1000, 1000]× [−1000, 1000]× [0, 1000]. As before, the mesh is coarsened towards the boundary and refined
towards the source. It consists of 2.17 · 106 elements.

The agreement of the SeisSol and reference solution is excellent as documented by all misfit values below
1 % (Table 9). Figure 7 shows a detailed comparison between the SeisSol and reference solutions for the x
component of the solid particle velocity at both receivers. We note that the reference solution contains, in
the plots barely visible, a wave at approximately 1.5 s. The amplitude of this wave slowly decreases with
a finer resolution of the numerical quadrature scheme used in Gar6more3D. In agreement with one of the
Gar6more3D authors (Diaz, 2021, personal communication), we conclude that this wave is unphysical. By
shifting the receiver to a shallow depth, we were able to obtain a reliable and sufficiently accurate reference
solution.

6.5. Layer over half-space

Our final verification benchmark is inspired by the SISMOWINE LOH1 configuration [67]. To emphasise
that we consider a poroelastic layer over half-space scenario, we will call this setup LOHp. In [37], a similar
setup has been included using poroelastic materials for 2D geometries. This model configuration is more
complex compared to the previous ones since it contains both the internal material interface and the free
surface at the same time. Since there is no analytical or semi-analytical solution for this model, we compare
our SeisSol solution with a reference solution computed by the FD method [37].

Figure 8 shows the geometry and the source–receiver configuration. We consider a 500 m-thick layer
atop a homogeneous half-space. We slightly modify the material parameters from Table 7 (z > 0 for the
half-space and z < 0 for the layer). Since we are interested in a realistic scenario, we consider a fluid with
non-zero viscosity : ν = 0.001 Pa s. Additionally, we set the permeabilities to 6 · 10−12 m2 and 1 · 10−12 m2

in the half-space and the layer, respectively. We place an explosive source at (0 m, 0 m, 1,010 m). We use a
Gabor-type source time function:

s(t) = cos(w · T + ψ) · exp(−(ω · T/γ)2),

where T = t− t0, ω = 2 · π · f0 with parameters: f0 = 0.5, γ = 0.25, ψ = 0, t0 = 0.25. With this choice of
parameters, we excite waves with a flat amplitude spectrum up to ≈ 10 Hz. To be able to compare to a 2D
solution, we approximate a line source in SeisSol by 401 point sources at (0, k ·50, 1010), k ∈ {−200, . . . 200}.
The simulated time window is 5 s long to allow waves to pass through all receivers.

First, we use a standard resolution, i.e. a mesh with characteristic edge length determined according
to Käser et al. [70], who thoroughly analysed the accuracy of ADER-DG for elastic wave propagation.

Table 9: Misfits (in %) for the free surface problem.

Receiver EM u PM u EM v PM v EM w PM w

0.5m 0.27 0.80 0.22 0.64 0.40 1.22
500m 0.35 0.12 0.28 0.10 0.30 0.08
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(a) Waveform at the free surface (receiver 0.5m).
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Figure 7: Detailed misfit plots for the solid particle velocity u at the receiver at the surface and at depth for the free surface
problem. For an explanation of the abbreviations, see Figure 4.
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Figure 8: Geometry of the LOHp problem: Source in red and receivers in green. We place receivers at the free surface, in the
middle of the layer, 10 m above and below the interface and 200 m below the source. In the horizontal direction, receivers are
0 m, 250 m, 500 m, 1,000 m and 2,000 m away from the source. Instead of two receivers at the interface, only one is plotted.
Under the receiver at x = 500, we place a line of receivers from the free surface to the middle of the layer at 5 m distance to
see how the solution varies from the free surface into the layer. For this line, most receivers are omitted for readability.

Meshes built according to these rules provided reliable results in the previous benchmarks (Sections 6.2
to 6.4). For the LOHp model, the standard resolution yields excellent agreement between the SeisSol and
the FD solutions only for the solid particle velocities. However, we find discrepancies with respect to the
relative fluid velocities near the free surface and near the interface (c.f. Figure 9). Note that in the previous
tests with an internal material interface or a free surface (Sections 6.3 and 6.4), we could not evaluate the
accuracy of the relative fluid velocities due to limitations in the reference solution. Therefore, now we use
finer resolutions to verify that both methods converge to the same solution even for the relative fluid velocity
at and near the free surface (c.f. Figure 11). We first discuss the results with standard resolution and then
with the fine resolution.

First, we consider SeisSol solutions for a characteristic edge length of 50 m in the cuboid [−500, 2500]×
[−1500, 1500] × [0, 1500]. Furthermore, the mesh is refined towards the source and coarsened towards the
boundary. As the reference solution, we consider FD solution for grid spacing of 20 m. Because we consider
a 2D problem, y-components of the solid and relative fluid velocities (v, vf ) are zero. In Figure 9 we compare
the waveforms obtained with SeisSol and the FD code for a selected receiver at the free surface. A visual
comparison reveals good agreement for u, w and uf , however, it also reveals substantial differences for wf .

Next, we present a quantitative error analysis. Since we want to compare a large number of receivers, we
concentrate on the single-valued envelope misfit (EM) only, while considering the FD solution as a reference.
Figure 10 summarises the EM values for the vertical and horizontal components of the solid and relative fluid
velocities at the grid of receivers, shown in Figure 8. In the case of solid particle velocities, we see excellent
agreement (EM below 4 %) between the SeisSol and FD solutions. We note that a slightly larger error is
expected for receivers further away from the source due to the cumulative character of numerical errors. We
also note that the receivers directly at the surface and close to the material interface have a slightly worse
match than the ones in the middle of the layer or below the source independent of their distance to the
source. However, in the case of the relative fluid velocities, we observe agreement comparable to that for
solid particle velocities only in the middle of the layer and below the source. The misfits for the vertical
component near the material interface and the free surface are unacceptably large. The mismatch at the
free surface is very high, such that the waveforms do qualitatively differ (c.f. Figure 9).

We assume that the above-mentioned disagreement between the FD and SeisSol solutions is due to the
fact that the slow P-wave is poorly resolved in the close vicinity of the free surface and material interface in
one or both methods. In the low-frequency regime, the slow P-wave behaves as a diffusive wave, having very
small wavelength compared to the fast P-wave and S-wave, and attenuates very quickly with distance from
its origin. Dutta and Odé [71] show that when a fast P- or S-wave impinges on a material interface or free
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surface, as part of the partitioning of energy, mode conversion to a slow P-wave occurs, and its generation
draws energy from the propagating wave process. However, the relative fluid velocities are ≈ 5 orders of
magnitude smaller than the solid particle velocities and thus this inaccuracy does not affect the accuracy of
the solid particle velocities. Moreover, because of the diffusive character of the slow P-wave, the slow P-wave
remains in the vicinity of the interface during time scales for seismic wave propagation. Therefore, we do
not observe differences at the receivers at depths much greater than the characteristic diffusion length [72],
which is ≈ 0.7 m for our configuration.

To overcome the observed discrepancies, we refined both the SeisSol and the FD resolutions to see, if
we can also resolve the slow P-wave accurately. For FD, we use a grid spacing of 0.625 m, based on a series
of simulations with gradually finer grid resolution to verify that the solution converged (see Figure B.18 in
Appendix B). For SeisSol we refined the mesh at the free surface to a characteristic edge length of only 5 m.
For computational reasons, we restricted the computation time to 2 s. Figure 11 reveals that the qualitative
behaviour of the waveform changes considerably with grid spacing/mesh refinement. If we compare the
refined solutions, we conclude that both numerical solvers converge to the same solution. Finally, we would
like to remark that the qualitative behaviour changes rapidly between the receiver at the free surface and
5 m below the free surface, which indicates that the diffusive P-wave plays a significant role here. To further
assess how the slow P-wave affects the quality of the solution near the free surface, we compare the EM
between the SeisSol solutions for characteristic element lengths 50 m and 5 m for the vertical component
of the relative fluid velocity (wf ) at various depths (Figure 12). We observe large EM values only above
70 m from the free surface. This means that the large differences are, in fact, concentrated in a layer with a
thickness comparable with characteristic element length (50 m). This justifies our assumption that the slow
P-wave was the source of mismatch at the free surface.

To conclude, we remark that the slow P-wave at the free surface can be simulated accurately with both,
the here presented SeisSol extension and the 2D FD approach, but both methods need an extremely fine
grid to accurately resolve the relative fluid velocity at the free surface. For most practical scenarios, the
simulation at the coarse level will suffice, because:

• If we compare the solid particle velocities at the free surface for different mesh resolutions (c.f. Fig-
ure 13), we do not see a difference. We conclude that at the free surface, the solid particle velocities
are not affected by the slow P-wave. This means for a seismic simulation, where one is interested in
ground motion, the direct effect from the slow P-wave at the free surface is negligible.

• The slow P-wave only affects the solution at small spatial scales. Within the volume, all reflected
waves are correctly simulated, even with coarse resolutions. If the relative fluid velocities are needed
at a high resolution, another approach, e.g. by solving a diffusion equation, might be better suited.

7. Performance

SeisSol is optimised for large-scale simulations on supercomputers. Such simulations can require meshes
consisting of several hundred millions of elements to resolve all phenomena accurately. Hence the number
of unknowns can reach 1011 or more (e.g. [15, 16, 17]). Therefore, we present a performance and scalability
analysis of our extension of SeisSol towards poroelastic wave propagation. All experiments are carried out
on SuperMUC-NG ( 2 × Intel Xeon Platinum 8174 with 48 cores @ 2.5 GHz, 96 GB RAM per node [73]),
which is installed at the Leibniz Supercomputing Centre, Garching, Germany.

7.1. Implementation using YATeTo

The space-time predictor algorithm as presented in Section 5 has proven to produce accurate simulation
results, see Section 6. Its implementation relies heavily on the code generator YATeTo [65]. Algorithm 3
is already formulated as a sequence of tensor operations. YATeTo provides a domain-specific language,
embedded into Python, to express these tensor operations in Einstein sum convention. Listing 1 shows
an example of how parts of Algorithm 3 are implemented in YATeTo. Here selectModes(n) is a matrix,
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which extracts the basis functions in (Bn−1, Bn], similarly, selectQuantity(o) selects the oth quantity and
Zinv(o) is the matrix (Z − E∗ooI)−1.

for n in range(N,-1,-1):

for o in range(numberOfQuantities-1,-1,-1):

kernels.append(stp['kpt'] <= stp['kpt'] + selectModes(n)['kl']

* selectQuantity(o)['pq'] * stpRhs['lqu'] * Zinv(o)['ut'] )

Listing 1: Example of a tensor contraction, which appears in the space-time predictor solver, implemented using YATeTo. This
example shows lines 2 to 6 of Algorithm 3.

YATeTo then builds an abstract syntax tree for these tensor operations and maps the tensor contrac-
tions to matrix-matrix multiplications. Specialised code-generators are available for these matrix-matrix
multiplications. For processors of the Intel Skylake generation, we use a combination of libxsmm [30] for
dense-dense multiplications and PSpaMM3 for multiplications with sparse matrices. These backends are used
to generate the operational code, which is then used as compute kernel during the simulation phase.

7.2. Roofline model

First, we examine the single-node performance of the new back-substitution algorithm for the space-
time predictor (i.e., Algorithm 3). The roofline model in Figure 14 provides an overview of how well our
implementation of the space-time predictor utilises the available computer resources [74]. It provides insight,
whether a computation is memory or compute-bound and thus also gives hints where to further optimise.

We utilise a SeisSol performance proxy application, which executes the compute kernels on random
data and omits other aspects such as I/O or communication [65, 16]. Node-level performance is subject
to variation across nodes. Therefore, we first use the likwid suite [75] to measure the theoretical node
performance. Running the test on 10 nodes individually, we obtain a mean floating-point performance
of 3,792.9 GFLOP s−1 and a memory bandwidth of 226.8 GB s−1. Then we use the SeisSol performance
proxy on 10 nodes individually with 1 · 106 cells for 10 time steps. The results in Figure 14 show that
the performance of the SeisSol proxy roughly follows the 40 % roofline. The maximum performance of
1,406.7 GFLOP s−1 is achieved for polynomial degree 6. With a high arithmetic intensity, our implementation
is compute-bound for polynomial degrees 5 and 6. Although our approach attains a reasonable performance

3https://github.com/peterwauligmann/PSpaMM
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on SuperMUC-NG, it does not achieve performance similar to the kernels for elastic wave propagation
(2,241 GFLOP s−1 for polynomial degree 6 [65]). Architecture-specific backends for general matrix-matrix
multiplications (C = αA ·B) are the key part of our compute kernels. The GEMM generator from libxsmm,
does only support α = 1, whereas in our case we need α = ∆t 6= 1. Hence, a fallback to a standard for loop
is needed for the scalar multiplication.

Still, for polynomial degree 6, our approach is about a factor of 10 faster compared to an ideally per-
forming LU solver. From Table 2, we observe that our approach requires only 4 % of the floating-point
operations needed for a back-substitution with precomputed LU decomposition. If that solution was per-
fectly implemented to achieve full performance, time to solution with our approach (TSTP ) would still be
only 11 % of time to solution with an LU decomposition (TLU ):

TSTP =
0.04 ·#OPLU

0.37 · performanceLU
≈ 0.108 · #OPLU

performanceLU
= 0.108 · TLU .

7.3. Scaling

SeisSol adopts a hybrid MPI+OpenMP parallelisation strategy. Among MPI ranks, we parallelise using
graph-based mesh partitioning. In the initialisation phase, the elements of the mesh are distributed to the
available MPI ranks, such that the load per rank is equally distributed. We distinguish between local (LTS)
and global (GTS) time stepping. For GTS, the workload per element is homogeneous. For LTS, elements
that need a smaller time step are updated more often than others, consequently, these elements generate
a higher workload. Hence, respective element weights are provided for mesh partitioning. Within each
rank, we use OpenMP to assign the available elements to compute cores. A dedicated thread is reserved for
asynchronous I/O and communication between ranks [16, 17].

We use the LOHp benchmark (c.f Section 6.5) for a strong scaling test. Since we do not need to compare
with a reference 2D solution, we consider only a single point source. We set the final time to 0.1 s to test LTS
and to 0.01 s to test GTS. We scale from 12 to 400 nodes of SuperMUC-NG using a mesh with 7,334,942
elements. The results are plotted in Figure 15.

In the GTS results, we observe nearly constant node performance, which implies we efficiently use the
available parallel resources. With 400 nodes, each node computes less than 20,000 elements, which is
remarkably little compared to non-poroelastic SeisSol applications. For example, Krenz et al. use more than
150,000 elements per node [17] for their largest mesh in a SeisSol simulation with an elastic-acoustic material
model. We attribute this to the higher workload per element, which is due to the more complex space-time
pedictor. With a peak performance of 1,385 GFLOP s−1, we achieve roughly the same performance as
measured with the proxy in Section 7.2.
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For the LTS results, we observe that the absolute speed is slower than for GTS, which is expected due
to the more complicated LTS scheme. We also observe that the scaling is not as good as with GTS and
decays with increasing order. Still, for polynomial degree 6, we obtain 1,056 GFLOP s−1 on 25 nodes and
reach 766 GFLOP s−1 on 400 nodes, which resembles a parallel efficiency of ≈ 72.5 %. More importantly, by
using LTS, time to solution is reduced by a factor of 6 to 10 compared to GTS, depending on the number
of nodes and convergence order.

8. Discussion

8.1. Comparison to elastic wave propagation kernels

The poroelastic material model is inherently computationally more expensive than the elastic model.
First of all, we increase the number of quantities (Q) from 9 to 13, thus, the number of total DOFs in a
simulation increases. Secondly, the space-time predictor, to compute the predicted element-local solution
with a stiff source term, is substantially more complicated than the Cauchy-Kovalewski procedure used in
the elastic case. For the predictor step, the elastic kernel requires 0.477 million floating-point operations
with polynomials of degree 6. For the poroelastic model, the predictor kernel requires 1.087 million floating-
point operations. This increase in computational workload can be attributed to the increased number of
quantities, but also to the source term, which is absent in the elastic case. Furthermore, the poroelasticity
kernel does not achieve the same performance as the elasticity kernel (c.f. Section 7.2). In conclusion, we
estimate that the per-element cost of a simulation using poroelastic materials is about 3.6 times higher than
a simulation with elastic materials. Naturally, this does not include differences in time step size (e.g., in case
of different P-wave speeds for poroelastic and elastic materials), mesh refinement requirements (consider,
e.g., the refinement necessary for resolving a slow P-wave, as in the LOHp scenario) or in parallel scalability
(where the higher per-element costs may be beneficial).

8.2. Limitations

With applications using seismic wavefield synthetics up to ≈10 Hz in mind, we focus on the low-frequency
case. If an application requires the high-frequency regime, i.e. simulation of waves with frequencies compara-
ble or larger than Biot’s frequency (tens of Hz to hundreds of kHz for geo-reservoirs), the frequency-dependent
permeability and resistive friction (b = κ/ν) have to be taken into account by Darcy’s law in the equations
of motion. Gregor et al. [37] show how to incorporate the high-frequency case in the 2D FD framework.

An additional limitation is, that, in the derivation of our scheme, we assumed constant material parame-
ters per element. We could achieve subcell resolution if we computed the second integral in Equation (3) by
quadrature on each element as detailed in [76]. However, in this case, the stiffness matrices are not matrices
anymore but 3D tensors. The scheme would become more complex and would require careful performance
evaluation and optimisation.

8.3. Future GPU and multi-physics implementation

SeisSol is currently available as a CPU and a GPU version, which share a large portion of the codebase.
All compute kernels of SeisSol are expressed in a domain-specific language (c.f. Section 7.1), which is then
translated to machine code, for either CPUs or GPUs [26]. Therefore, it does not pose a major challenge to
run also simulations with the poroelastic model on a GPU cluster, but a careful performance study has to
be done again.

Up to now only point sources have been considered. For physics–based earthquake simulations and to
study fault-fluid interaction we have to consider more complex sources. These will include moment-tensor
based double-couple point source implementations, kinematic finite earthquake source models [77] and non-
linear earthquake rupture dynamics taking the interaction of frictional shear fracture and propagating waves
into account [78, 22, 23]. To do so, a fault will be embedded as an internal boundary in the mesh. At this
interface, we do not just exchange information by numerical fluxes, but instead, we solve a nonlinear friction
problem. Dynamic rupture simulations in (visco-)elastic media can already be simulated with SeisSol. To
combine this source mechanism with poroelastic materials, the coupling between poroelastic parameters
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Figure 15: Parallel efficiency for global and local time stepping using the LOHp model with 7.33 · 106 elements on SuperMUC-
NG.

and parameters of friction laws have to be investigated. To fully capture the interaction of fluids, fault
slip and seismic waves, additional multi-physics interactions can be accounted for that describe the thermal
pressurisation of pore fluids [79, 80, 81] during earthquake rupture. The thermal pressurisation model was
recently implemented in SeisSol [82]. In the context of geo-reservoirs, pressure increase can drive fluid flow
and in turn govern earthquake dynamics e.g. [83], however, a holistic method allowing to couple poroelastic
effects on wave propagation and on rupture dynamics at the same time is currently not available.

8.4. Other applications

The solution approach presented in Section 5 is general and can be applied to a broader class of problems
described by linear hyperbolic PDEs with a stiff reactive source term. In our derivations, we made two
assumptions on the sparsity pattern of the stiffness matrices Kα (c.f. Section 5.1) and the source matrix
E. The matrix Kα is problem independent, but the matrix E depends on the PDE which we consider.
For example, in the case of viscoelastic attenuation, it takes an upper triangular form [19], just as in our
poroelastic case.

An additional applicable example are the damped Maxwell equations, which model the interaction of
electric (E) and magnetic (H) fields [84]:

ε
∂E
∂t

= ∇×H− σE + j µ
∂H
∂t

= ∇× E

Here, ε is the relative electric permeability, µ the relative magnetic permeability and σ the conductivity.
The current density j is a source term comparable to seismic sources in the context of poroelasticity. With
a non-zero conductivity, the Maxwell equations contain a possibly stiff source term. In order to apply our
proposed scheme, we expand the rotation operator and can write down the equation in a similar fashion as
Equation (1). The source matrix is then upper triangular again, such that we can apply the space-time DG
method and Algorithm 3 to solve the resulting linear system of equations.

9. Conclusion

We have derived a new efficient algorithm for solving the system of equations, which arises from the
discretisation of the governing equations of wave propagation in poroelastic media using the space-time
variant of ADER-DG. The algorithm relies on a block-wise back-substitution procedure, which can be
efficiently implemented by chains of matrix-matrix products. The implementation is thoroughly validated
against reference solutions. Detailed numerical tests revealed that for viscous problems with a free surface
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or internal material interface, a standard mesh resolution (based on an accuracy analysis of the elastic
problem) is sufficient for the solid particle velocities. However, if the relative fluid velocities have to be
calculated at or very close to the boundary, much finer spatial resolution is necessary. Performance and
scalability experiments show that our method is suited to be used on recent supercomputers. With our
focus on high-performance and scalability, we enable large-scale seismic simulations in poroelastic materials.
Since the implementation is open-source software, we envision broad applicability of our work within the
geophysics and engineering communities.
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A. Convergence results in the L1 and L2 norm

In Section 6.1, we show the high-order convergence of our scheme with a planar wave scenario. Fig-
ures A.16 and A.17 show the convergence results for the same setup in the L1 and L2 norm. Also in these
norms, we observe the same convergence behaviour as for the L∞ norm.

B. Convergence of the FD solutions

For the LOHp model (Section 6.5), we use a 2D FD code as a reference. Because the solutions obtained
with a coarse resolution did not resolve the slow P-wave on the vertical component of relative fluid velocity
(wf ) accurately enough, we conducted a convergence study for the FD solutions. We used grid spacings of
20 m, 10 m, 5 m, 2.5 m, 1.25 m and 0.625 m. Figure B.18 shows only a small difference between the solutions
for grid spacings 1.25 m and 0.625 m, indicating that the solution converged. We note that we choose the
solution for grid spacing 0.625 m as the reference solution in Section 6.5.
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